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About META
Welcome to the Marine Energy Test Area (META), Wales’ national marine energy test facility creating
a haven for marine energy research and innovation.
We operate a range of fully licenced and accessible marine energy test sites in and around the Milford
Haven Waterway in Pembrokeshire, ideal for marine energy technology developers and researchers
to test their equipment in a variety of real sea conditions.
The META sites can facilitate testing programmes from component and subsystem trials in less
challenging conditions, to trials of scale and full-scale wave and tidal energy generators and FLOW
components in real sea conditions. We provide a stepping stone facility to fill the gap between tank
testing and full-scale demonstration.
META is in the ideal location for a test centre; benefiting from a variety of test areas which range in
depth and resource exposure. META can cater for many different testing scenarios, whilst offering
proximity to deep water port facilities, associated infrastructure and an experienced supply chain
specialising in marine engineering and operations.

Our Mission
Reduce the time, cost and risks faced by marine energy technology developers
to accelerate growth in the sector, whilst complementing the existing test centre
network present across the UK including the two Welsh Demonstration Zones.
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The META Sites
META consists of eight pre-consented test
sites which have been split into two
phases. META Quayside consists of five
sheltered easily accessible sites whilst
META Open Water is made up of three
sites further offshore with greater
resource exposure.
All our sites are pre-consented under a
broad project design envelope enabling
easy access to the sites, provided thatyour
project fits within the envelope. After
reviewing our site index (Page 5 - 13)
please contact us directly for more
information at on our project design
envelope.
META’s pre-consented status can save you
the considerable time and costs
associated with site development.

Quayside Sites:

Open Water Sites:

1 Carr Jetty

6 Warrior Way – Tidal test site

2 Mainstay Quay

7 Dale Roads – Wave test site

3 Ferryside

8 East Pickard Bay - Wave and

4 Quay 1

FLOW test site

5 Criterion Jetty

Ports:
PP Pembroke Port
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Our Team

Our Partners

As part of the Marine Energy Wales
Programme, the META project
complements activities undertaken
across the sector by MEW, the national
industry body for Wales. This
programme is administered by
Pembrokeshire Coastal Forum, a
Community Interest Company that
works to protect and enhance the
Pembrokeshire coast.

Marine Energy Wales (MEW) brings together
technology developers, the supply chain, academia and
the public sector to establish Wales as a global leader in
sustainable marine energy generation. Working
in close coordination with MEW, META benefits from
its wide-reaching networks and expertise.

The META team is dedicated to
facilitating technology research and
development projects, however large
or small. We guide site users through
an efficient process to access our sites
and provide support throughout the
project lifecycle to ensure success.
Our offices are based in Pembroke
Dock, immediately adjacent to the
META test sites.

META partners with The Port of Milford Haven (PoMH),
the Marine Energy Engineering Centre of Excellence
(MEECE) and the Pembrokeshire Demonstration Zone
(PDZ) through Pembroke Dock Marine, a collaborative
project bringing together four partners to develop
a world class centre for the development of marine
energy in Pembrokeshire. See Page 16 for more
information on the project.
META has strong links to the test centre network in UK
and Ireland. We work closely with our test centre
partners to offer a complementary facility to the
existing test centre network.

Pricing Structure
Due to the multiple testing scenarios
our test sites support, our pricing is
structured on different testing factors.
Please contact us directly for more
information.
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META Quayside

A unique UK offering of accessible
pre-consented test sites directly
adjacent to Port Infrastructure.

These sites provide an unparalleled easy access, low risk area for testing marine energy
equipment. This offers the ability to monitor and evaluate performance tests easily, as
well as being able to retrieve equipment quickly and adjust device parameters. This
means repeated deployment and retrieval can be achieved at low cost, enabling lessons to
be learnt quickly to accelerate the path to commercialisation. META Quayside sites have
all the relevant licenses and consents in place and are now open for testing.
Sites have been identified to cover a range of water depths whilst utilising existing
infrastructure, benefiting from a variety of sea conditions, to cater for different testing
scenarios. Please see META Quayside Site Index (Page 5 - 9) for more site details.

Quayside
Testing Activities Supported
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COMPONENT
TESTING
Monitoring, verification,
corrosion and survivability

OPERATIONAL
TESTING
Instruments, components
and subassemblies

DIP TESTING OF
DEVICES

SUPPORT STRUCTURES,
MOORINGS &
FOUNDATIONS

RESEARCH &
INNOVATION
Supporting research,
innovation &
monitoring
methodology projects

DEPLOYMENT &
RETRIEVAL METHODS

VESSEL APPROACH
& RECOVERY

HEALTH & SAFETY
PROCEDURES

META Quayside Site Index
1. Carr Jetty

The site benefits from quayside,
vessel, slipway and pontoon access
providing simple deployment and
recovery options. The jetty is a
permanent structure with a bridge
which sees localised tidal stream
resource funnelled between its
arches. This arrangement provides
an opportunity to site a micro tidal
turbine in this accelerated flow. The
pontoon at Carr Jetty, situated next
to the bridge archways can also be
used to support testing.
Site Specification
Number of tests at any one time

1

Area of test site

7,100m2 (0.71 Ha) (includes some intertidal area)

Depth of test site

Between 3m CD and 4m CD (Chart Datum)

Tidal stream

Increased flow between bridge archways (m/s TBC)

Tidal range

Mean spring tidal range: 6.3m; Mean neap tidal range: 2.7m

Wave exposure

Low

Seabed type

Mud with sand fractions

Grid Reference

SM 9574 0404

Access & Infrastructure
Site access

Quayside, slipway and vessel access available (slipway: 27m x
19m). Site also accessible via the floating pontoon.

Distance to Port

Pembroke Port Docks ~ 0 km
Neyland Marina ~ 1.5 km
Milford Haven Docks ~ 6 km (including dry dock)

Mooring points

The floating pontoon, or provided by the developer as required

Onshore areas

Jetty and pontoon areas for onshore test support equipment
can be arranged with Pembroke Port by the META team
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2. Mainstay Quay

The Mainstay Quay site is directly adjacent to Mainstay
Marine Solutions Ltd existing quayside operations at
Mainstay Quay, who offer excellent marine energy
engineering and fabrication expertise and services.
The site benefits from slipway and quayside access, and
an excellent opportunity to utilise a wet basin with 3
berths (1 x 18m, 1 x 25m and 1 x 36m). Please note
these features are subject to coordination and
agreement with Mainstay Marine Solutions Ltd.
As an additional benefit to testing at this site Mainstay
Marine Solutions Ltd can provide two 6-ton gantry
cranes, and 160-ton hoist, on a commercial basis,
offering further options to slipway deployments at
Mainstay Quay and Carr Jetty.

Site Specification
Number of tests at any one time

2

Area of test site

8,700m2 (0.87 Ha)

Depth of test site

Dredged to between 3.9m CD and 5.0m CD

Tidal stream

Low

Tidal range

Mean spring tidal range: 6.3m; Mean neap tidal range: 2.7m

Wave exposure

Low

Seabed type

Mud with sand fractions

Grid Reference

SM 9594 0397

Access & Infrastructure
Site access

Quayside, slipway and vessel access.

Distance to Port

Pembroke Port ~ 0 km
Neyland Marina ~ 1.5 km
Milford Haven Docks ~ 6 km (including dry dock)

Wet Basin

3 berths (1 x 18m, 1 x 25m and 1 x 36m)

Mooring points

Various options available

Onshore areas

Quayside and lay down area available. Onshore support
equipment, e.g. cranage, can be arranged as required
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3. Ferryside

A permanent floating pontoon will
be installed made up of three
pontoons, A to C (A = 3m x 46m, B =
3m x 51m, C = 3m x 25m), tethered
to monopiles. The pontoon will be
available to support testing and will
provide a platform to which devices
or components can be moored and
equipment or materials attached.
Lightweight equipment may be able
to be deployed manually from the
pontoon.

Site Specification
Number of tests at any one time

2

Area of test site

5,900 m2 (0.59 Ha)

Depth of test site

between 2m CD and 5m CD

Tidal stream

Low

Tidal range

Mean spring tidal range: 6.3m; Mean neap tidal range: 2.7m

Wave exposure

Low

Seabed type

Mud with sand fractions

Grid Reference

SM 9614 0401

Access & Infrastructure
Site access

Pontoon or vessel access

Distance to Port

Pembroke Port Docks ~ 0 km
Neyland Marina ~ 1.5 km
Milford Haven Docks ~ 6 km (including dry dock)

Floating Pontoon

Made up of four pontoons

Mooring points

Floating pontoon or provided by the developer as required.
Unused piles also offer mooring or attachment points.

Onshore areas

Can be arranged with Pembroke Port by the META team as
required
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4. Quay 1

Quay 1 provides an excellent opportunity
to ‘dip’ test devices in a low risk and easily
accessible location.
The site also provides an ideal location to
moor devices to the quayside for their
final fit out before they are installed
further offshore.
Quay 1 is easily accessible from the
quayside or via vessel. Devices could be
towed / floated to and from site, or
deployed and retrieved by crane from the
large quayside area adjacent.

Site Specification
Number of tests at any one time

2

Area of test site

23,900m2 (2.39 Ha)

Depth of test site

Dredged to between 6m CD and 8m CD

Tidal stream

Low

Tidal range

Mean spring tidal range: 6.3m; Mean neap tidal range: 2.7m

Wave exposure

Low

Seabed type

Mud with sand fractions

Grid Reference

SM 9622 0387

Access & Infrastructure
Site access

Quayside or vessel access

Distance to Port

Pembroke Port Docks ~ 0 km
Neyland Marina ~ 1.5 km
Milford Haven Docks ~ 6 km (including dry dock)

Quay

Accommodates floating devices up to 164m in length.

Mooring points

Quayside mooring points

Onshore areas

Adjacent to Quay 1 is a large quayside area. Its use for test
support and deployment equipment, e.g. cranage, can be
arranged with Pembroke Port by the META team
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5. Criterion Jetty

Criterion Jetty is located next to Hobbs
Point right outside the META offices. It is
the META Quayside site which extends
furthest into the channel. Consequently,
Criterion Jetty offers greater tidal stream
resource and depth than the other META
Quayside sites.

Currently only vessel access is permitted as
onshore H&S concerns limit access to the
Jetty by land. Fortunately, there are
multiple options for vessel charter available
locally!

Site Specification
Number of tests at any one time

1

Area of test site

4,800 m2 (0.48 Ha)

Depth of test site

Between 5m CD and 18m CD

Tidal stream

1 m/s peak spring flow

Tidal range

Mean spring tidal range: 6.3m; Mean neap tidal range: 2.7m

Wave exposure

Low

Seabed type

Mud with sand fractions

Grid Reference

SM 9667 0415

Access & Infrastructure
Site access

Vessel and slipway access

Distance to Port

Pembroke Port Docks ~ 0 km
Neyland Marina ~ 1.5 km
Milford Haven Docks ~ 6 km (including dry dock)

Mooring points

Jetty pilings or provided by the developer as required

Onshore areas

Currently no onshore access to the Jetty
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META Open Water

Accessible, pre-consented,
non- grid connected, realsea testing.

Moderate to high energy sites for operationaltesting within
and adjacent to the Milford Haven Waterway. These are
Warrior Way tidal site; Dale Roads wave test site; and East
Pickard Bay wave and floating offshore wind component
test site. META Open Water sites have all the relevant
licenses and consents in place and are now open for testing.
These sites benefit from greater wave or tidal stream
resource, depth and area whilst remaining close to port.
Please see META Open Water Site Index (Page 11 - 13) for
more site details.

Open Water
Testing Activities Supported
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SCALED TIDAL
DEVICES

MICRO TIDAL
DEVICES

INSTRUMENTS,
COMPONENTS &
SUBASSEMBLIES

ROV OR OTHER
MONITORING
EQUIPMENT

SITE PREPARATION
METHODOLOGIES

DECOMMISSIONING
METHODOLOGIES

SALVAGE
METHODOLOGIES

RESEARCH &
INNOVATION

FULL-SCALE WAVE
ENERGY CONVERTER
(WEC) DEVICE
TESTING

SCALED WAVE
ENERGY CONVERTER
(WEC) DEVICE
TESTING

COMPONENT
TESTING FOR
FLOATING OFFSHORE
WIND TECHNOLOGY

SUPPORT
STRUCTURES,
MOORINGS &
FOUNDATIONS

META Open Water Site Index
6. Warrior Way - Tidal Test Site

Warrior Way benefits from moderate tidal flow and low wave exposure.
The site characteristics are well suited to scaled and micro tidal
energy convertor testing. The site is non-grid connected, however
a grid emulation buoy can be easily arranged for those looking to
generate electricity to test and validate power performance. As well
as power output, during a real sea deployment, technology developers
will have a chance to test and validate their deployment and recovery methods, mooring or
foundation systems and theoretical models plus much more. The consented site allows for both
floating and bottom mounted devices.
The site is also well suited to a host of other testing activities including component and subassembly
testing, monitoring equipment testing, and testing site preparation, salvage and decommissioning
methodologies.
Site Specification
Number of tests at any one time

1

Area of test site

9.3 Ha

Depth of test site

16m CD to 19m CD

Tidal stream

Up to 2 m/s peak spring flow (dependent on location in the site)

Tidal range

Mean spring tidal range: 6.3m; Mean neap tidal range: 2.7m

Wave exposure

Low

Seabed type

Mud with sand fractions

Grid Reference

SM 9574 0404

Access & Infrastructure
Site access

Vessel access

Distance to Port

Pembroke Port Docks ~ 0 km
Neyland Marina ~ 1.5 km
Milford Haven Docks ~ 6 km (including dry dock)

Mooring points

Provided by the developer to meet test / device requirements.
Moorings supply available locally.

Support infrastructure

Test support equipment is consented within our project design
envelope e.g. ADCPs, test support platform, test support buoys
and grid emulation. META team can provide or help arrange.

Navigational marker buoys

Provided

Site Data

Bathymetry
data

Resource data

Geophysical, geotechnical, and
seabed survey data (coming soon)
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7. Dale Roads - Wave Test Site

Opposite the mouth of Milford Haven, Dale Roads benefits from
consistent low to moderate wave exposure. The site characteristics
are well suited to scaled and full-scale wave energy converter
testing. The site is non-grid connected; however a grid emulation
buoy can be arranged for those looking to generate electricity to
test and validate power performance. As well as power output,
during a real sea deployment, developers will have a chance to test
and validate their deployment and recovery methods, mooring or
foundation systems and theoretical models plus much more. Dale
Roads consents allow both floating and bottom mounted devices
and the site can also support standalone tests of components,
subassemblies, mooring solutions and support structures.
Being the more sheltered of META's two wave test sites,
deployment and operation costs and risks are lesser, making it the
ideal stepping stone site before moving to a high energy site such as
East Pickard Bay..
Site Specification
Number of tests at any one time

1

Area of test site

19.56 Ha

Depth of test site

8m CD to 12m CD

Tidal stream

Low

Tidal range

Mean spring tidal range: 6.3m; Mean neap tidal range: 2.7m

Wave exposure

Low to moderate
Maximum Hs recorded 2.9m
Peak period recorded 18 seconds

Seabed type

Mostly sand and coarse sediment

Access & Infrastructure
Site access

Vessel access

Distance to Port

Pembroke Port Docks ~ 12 km
Neyland Marina ~ 13.5 km
Milford Haven Docks ~ 6 km (including dry dock)

Mooring points

Provided by the developer to meet test / device requirements.
Mooring supply available locally

Support infrastructure

Test support equipment is consented within our project design
envelope e.g. waverider, test support buoy, grid emulation buoy.
META can provide or help arrange.

Site data

Bathymetry Resource
data
data
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Geophysical, geotechnical and
seabed survey data (coming soon)

8. East Pickard Bay - Wave And Floating
Wind Test Site

This site is ideal for scale and full-scale wave energy
convertor device testing. Indeed, East Pickard Bay is subject
to some of the most consistent and powerful wave resource
in Wales. Device output and operation, support structures
and mooring systems and installation and decommissioning
methodologies can all be tested and validated in real sea
conditions.
The site is non-grid connected; however, a grid emulation
buoy can be arranged for those looking to generate
electricity to test and validate power performance.
East Pickard Bay benefits from depths up to 29m allowing
for floating offshore wind component testing, for example
floating foundation or mooring solution tests.

Site Specification
Number of tests at any one time

1

Area of test site

123 Ha

Depth of test site

10m CD to 29m CD

Tidal stream

Low

Tidal range

Mean spring tidal range: 6.3m; Mean neap tidal range: 2.7m

Wave exposure

Moderate to high
Maximum Hs recorded 11.75m
Peak period recorded 18 seconds

Seabed type

Coarse sediment with patches of hard substrate

Access & Infrastructure
Site access

Vessel access

Distance to Port

Pembroke Port Docks ~ 15.5 km
Neyland Marina ~ 17 km
Milford Haven Docks ~ 9.5 km (including dry dock)

Mooring points

Provided by the developer to meet test / device requirements.
Moorings supply available locally.

Support infrastructure

Test support equipment is consented within our project design
envelope e.g. waverider, test support buoy, grid emulation buoy.
META can provide or help arrange.

Site data

Bathymetry Resource
data
data

Geophysical, geotechnical and
seabed survey data (coming soon)
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Core META Services
With over 10 years’ experience in the marine renewables industry, the META
team can assist users with a range of project support services necessary to
develop, deploy and test innovative solutions for the marine renewable industry.



Consenting
META benefits from consented status provided your project parameters fit
within our broad project design envelope.



Mobilisation
From initial approach through to detailed project planning, the META team are
familiar with potential project partners, processes and pipeline for deployment.



Supply Chain
The META team can help put you in touch with local and pan Wales experienced
supply chain companies with specialised skills to bring your project through the
development life cycle.



Project Management
Working with pre-defined budgets and programme expectations, the META
team can assist with getting your test programme through the stages of
development, de-risking and deployment.



Data Support
META provides a range of data support including wave, tidal, and seabed data
sets, models and reports as well as options for data collection during testing.



Operational Management
Through robust in-house procedures and interface with key project partners,
META will support the management of your test programme operations. Please
note we do not provide vessels.



Site Permitting & Risk Management Systems
META has systems in place to support you throughout your deployments,
ensuring you adhere to regulatory requirements.
Technical Support
Through our partnership with the Marine Energy Engineering Centre of
Exellence (delivered by ORE Catapult) technical support is available to those
testing at META.
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Marine Energy Hub Office Facilities
Office space is available within the META offices for those seeking to establish
themselves in Pembrokeshire.

Additional Services
In Collaboration With
Marine Energy Wales
Marine Energy Wales
META is a project within the MEW programme so benefits from its
wide-reaching networks and expertise.



Grant Funding Bid Support
The META team can signpost you towards the various funding options
available in Wales and can provide support in bids.



Marketing & Building Brand Awareness
META can support the promotion of your project and assist in increasing the
visibility of your brand.



Business Development
The META team can support the development of your business through
bespoke advice and guidance.



Springboard To Demonstrating Technologies At Welsh
Demonstration Zones
META has excellent relationships with the Morlais and the Pembrokeshire
Demonstration Zone and can facilitate your journey to either



Stakeholder & Community Engagement
With a locally based team, META can manage stakeholder and coastal
community engagement.
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Projects
Pembroke Dock Marine

The £60 million Pembroke Dock Marine
programme will place Pembrokeshire at the
heart of marine energy innovation while also
helping tackle climate change.
Pembroke Dock Marine will deliver the
facilities, services and spaces needed to
establish a world-class centre for marine
engineering. Led by the private sector and
supported by Pembrokeshire County
Council, Pembroke Dock Marine is made up
of four elements:

Marine Energy
Engineering Centre of
Excellence (MEECE)

Pembroke Port
Developments

The programme is expected to generate £73.5
million a year to the regional economy.
As well as having application across other blue
economy industries, Pembroke Dock Marine will
create the right conditions for the marine energy
industry to flourish as the UK moves towards net
zero decarbonisation targets.
Pembroke Dock Marine’ s drive to maximise
innovation and operational efficiencies will seek to
drive down the cost of marine energy , while
acting as a foundation programme that will
support the growth of new initiatives in the region.
As well as the Swansea Bay City Deal, Pembroke
Dock Marine is also being part-funded by the
European Regional Development Fund through
the Welsh Government.
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Marine Energy
Test Area
(META)

Pembrokeshire
Demonstration Zone
(PDZ)

Case Studies
Selkie Project Testing

The SELKIE project is developing a
number of open-source tools that require
testing in a real sea environment.
Previously the project used META to
develop a tidal surface current measuring
drone and have now tested the novel
deployment and retrieval methodlogy of a
C-ADP device (pictured) at the META
Quayside site, Criterion Jetty. The test
enabled key learning and experience in an
accessible low risk environment that has
been applied to the full scale device which
will be tested at the META Open Water
site Warrior Way.

MEECE Test Buoy
Deployment

The Marine Energy Engineering Centre of
Excellence
(MEECE)
test
buoy
(pictured) will be deployed at the META
Open Water site Dale Roads to facilitate
the test and validation of Intelligent
Moorings mooring damper system which
could significantly reduce the loads that
the mooring systems used for floating
devices experience enabling the usage of
lighter and lower cost mooring systems.
After the completion of this project
MEECE plan to use the test buoy to
facilitate and host other tests at META.

SEACAMS Site Surveys and
Modelling

Through various research projects across
the META sites, SEACAMS has improved
understanding of the physical sub-tidal
environment (bathymetry, sediment
composition, underlying startigraphy) as
well as the wave and tidal resource
characteristics on various temporal and
spatial scales to assist META with its site
development.
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Local Services and Facilities Directory

Quayside, laydown and workshop area
and heavy lift.
pembrokeport.com
info@pembrokeport.com
+44 (0)1646 696631

Marine energy device engineering,
fabrication, assembly, laydown
and heavy lift.
mainstaymarine.co.uk
enquiries@mainstaymarine.co.uk
+44(0) 1646 681117

Marine energy device engineering ,
fabrication, assembly, laydown and
heavy lift.
ledwood.co.uk
wales@ledwood.co.uk
+44 (0)1646 623600

Marine engineering, operations and
TPV.
morek.co.uk
info@morek.co.uk
+44(0)7813 461315

Vessel charter, cranage, barges
and haulage.
williams-shipping.co.uk
marine@williams-shipping.co.uk
+44 (0)1646 684169

Vessel charter.
hst-marine.com
info@hst-marine.com
+44 (0)2039 761109

Vessel charter, survey, diving and
marine engineering consultancy
www.leaskmarine.com
info@leaskmarine.com
+44 (0)1646 684 140

Marine Survey
Pembrokeshire Marine Services
www.pembsmarine.com/
info@pembsmarine.com
+44(0)7776188713

Marine Survey
Haven Marine Surveying
havenmarinesurveying.co.uk
info@havenmarinesurveying.co.uk
+44(0)1646 562232

Vessel charter and marine lifting.
dale-sailing.co.uk
enquiries@dale-sailing.co.uk
+44 (0)1646 603100

Vessel charter.
ruddersboatyard.co.uk
info@ruddersboatyard.co.uk
+44(0)1646 600288

